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Abstract: Human health is known to be affected by the physical environment. Various environmental
influences have been identified to benefit or challenge people’s physical condition. Their heterogeneous
distribution in space results in unequal burdens depending on the place of living. In addition, since
societal groups tend to also show patterns of segregation, this leads to unequal exposures depending on
social status. In this context, environmental justice research examines how certain social groups are more
affected by such exposures. Yet, analyses of this per se spatial phenomenon are oftentimes criticized
for using “essentially aspatial” data or methods which neglect local spatial patterns by aggregating
environmental conditions over large areas. Recent technological and methodological developments
in satellite remote sensing have proven to provide highly detailed information on environmental
conditions. This narrative review therefore discusses known influences of the urban environment on
human health and presents spatial data and applications for analyzing these influences. Furthermore,
it is discussed how geographic data are used in general and in the interdisciplinary research field of
environmental justice in particular. These considerations include the modifiable areal unit problem
and ecological fallacy. In this review we argue that modern earth observation data can represent
an important data source for research on environmental justice and health. Especially due to their
high level of spatial detail and the provided large-area coverage, they allow for spatially continuous
description of environmental characteristics. As a future perspective, ongoing earth observation
missions, as well as processing architectures, ensure data availability and applicability of ’big earth
data’ for future environmental justice analyses.
Keywords: satellite remote sensing; review; environmental justice; big earth data; urban environments

1. Introduction: Urbanization and the Inequity of Environmental Burdens
In the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) the United Nations highlight with SDG #3, to “ensure
healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all age” [1], that health is an important humanitarian
challenge for the upcoming decades and especially concerns those who are most disadvantaged. It is
known that the exposure towards health-related environmental conditions varies on global, national,
regional, and local scales [2,3], and even in-between urban neighborhoods (e.g., [4]). This will lead
to stark inequities in health in dependence of locations, especially due to population growth and the
increasing trend of urbanization [5]. In order to assess these inequities, studies on local effects on health
are of high relevance, and are considered to be among the most important issues in this century [3].
Moreover, health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being” [6] is influenced
by several important factors. Among them, especially our individual lifestyle as well as our social
and physical environment [7,8] have proven to affect exposure to different health burdens. Yet, as the
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physical environment we live in is extremely heterogeneous, exposure, e.g., towards polluted air or
noisy environments, strongly depends on our place of residence and work. Therefore, geospatial data
on the biophysical conditions of our living environment are essential for the analysis on the effects of
the environment on humans.
As healthy and unhealthy environments are not distributed equally in space and society, certain
societal groups are more exposed towards hazardous environments than others. This social imbalance
is subsumed under the research of environmental justice or environmental (in)equity. It describes the
disproportionate environmental burdens on individuals, depending on their varying socioeconomic
status [9]. Thus, environmental justice combines people’s health and their socioeconomic status,
bringing together various approaches and research disciplines [10].
1.1. Health Burdens of Environmental Exposure: A Historical Perspective
Over the course of the last decades, environmental justice research has gained much interest from
political stakeholders, as well as from society. Early environmental justice studies as reviewed by,
e.g., Mohai et al. [11] focused on the spatial bias of siting hazardous facilities, such as toxic waste
facilities [12] or contaminated water [13]. The intense discussion initially focused on the unequal
burdens for racial and social minorities in the United States. This movement soon began to raise interest
in the research communities of European countries, with environmental justice studies conducted
in France (e.g., [14]), Switzerland (e.g., [15]), Great Britain (e.g., [16,17]), and Germany (e.g., [18]).
Moving the research further, not only hazardous facilities were included into the studies but also
environmental conditions aside from toxic facilities and polluted water, as they had been proven to
influence human health. Prominent examples include air pollution (e.g., [19]), noise (e.g., [20]) or
green spaces (e.g., [21]). In this context, studies have shown that health is impaired by environmental
burdens caused by polluted water (e.g., [22]), soil and air (e.g., [23,24]), ambient noise stress (e.g., [25]),
heat waves [26], among others). Positive Effects of environmental entities like public green spaces,
on the other hand, can improve physical, mental or social well-being of the people [15,27,28]. Since
these different environmental features are not distributed equally in our environment, it is found that
especially low social groups and certain ethnic groups suffer from environmental inequity [12,16,29].
Higher levels of environmental toxins or less accessibility of green spaces important for physical and
mental recreation are then a driver for reduced physical well-being or even higher mortality within
these communities.
1.2. Spatial Scale in Environmental Justice Research
Environmental justice research brings together various disciplines such as epidemiology, sociology,
and geography, which each have their individual data and methodological approaches of analysis.
In the vast variety of studies covering environmental justice issues each one tends to emphasize
findings from a specific thematic field. However, while a great share of studies employ spatial data at
some point of their analysis (e.g., [17,30,31]), some scholars criticize that frequently spatial data are
not used correctly, which then leads to analyses being characterized as “essentially aspatial” [32,33].
They point out that the chosen spatial entities do not represent a suitable entity for analyzing fine
scale local characteristics and disparities. As a matter of fact, data with strong levels of aggregation
are frequently used in nationwide studies as data of large spatial entities such as zip codes or census
tracts are deployed [11,33]. In consequence, analyses might lead to spatially biased assumptions and
ecological fallacy. Yet, the use of geographic data is inevitable since environmental justice per se is a
spatial phenomenon.
Since geographic data at too coarse granularity can alter the output significantly [34,35], their
spatial detail is of fundamental importance for environmental justice analyses. To account for this
issue, the spatial framework of environmental data needs to be matched thoughtfully with meaningful
applications in the domains of environmental justice and health issues. Even more, the United Nations
stress the need to explore “the full extent of urban health inequities”, as “it is important to disaggregate
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health and health determinants data within cities” [3]. However, it must be stressed that only few
consistent international data exist and national data are comparatively heterogeneous [36].
Recent developments in modern earth observation have proven to provide valuable data for
achieving these goals. Remote sensing data from satellite images are used for consistent monitoring of
biophysical parameters of the Earth’s surface in high spatial, temporal, and semantic detail covering
large patches of land. They are used for various applications including highly detailed land use/land
cover mapping. For example, maps of health relevant urban features like green spaces (e.g., [37,38]),
Urban Heat Islands (UHI) [39–41], or air pollution [42,43] provide consistent information about
environmental conditions. In this way, the availability of high resolution environmental data in large
spatial extents can be considered a big step towards understanding the spatial heterogeneity both on
a very high level of spatial and thematic detail as well as large area coverage. Furthermore, satellite
imagery allow for internationally independent, objective and homogeneous data as demanded by the
WHO [36,44].
1.3. Socioeconomic Status and Individual Behavior Affecting Health
Alongside environmental influences on health, the effect of the socioeconomic status (SES) has
been discussed as an important health determinant for many years. Eventually, it was widely accepted
to play an important role as a pathway of health [7]. Especially the social class has been identified as
a key variable which influences health behavior (e.g., [45]). Social disparities, in turn, lead to spatial
segregation within the urban environment turning the SES itself into a quasi-spatial characteristic.
For the characterization of the SES of individuals a broad spectrum of factors including income,
education, ethnicity, age, gender, and social context are required [46]. Some scholars suggest the
acquisition of as much socioeconomic information as possible (e.g., [47]). Only thus the risk of false
conclusions can be avoided when combined with environmental data [48].
In addition to the recognized impact of the individual SES on health, it is also discussed if there
is an association between health and regional or neighborhood socioeconomic deprivation. While
Breckenkamp et al. [49] found only small influences of regional deprivation, other studies suggest that
contextual effects on regional or neighborhood scale can indeed affect health (e.g., [50–52]). Moreover,
differences on national levels can be observed due to variations in social and economic fortunes [53].
Strong trends of urbanization in the 21st century are expected to exacerbate the disparities in public
health due to social and physical environmental changes [54]. In terms of environmental justice, recent
research combining socioeconomic data with environmental factors has shown that the differences in
individual socioeconomic status can be linked to the magnitude of exposure towards environmental
burdens (e.g., [55,56]).
1.4. Aim and Outline of This Review
Outlining how modern ‘big earth data’ (e.g., [57,58]) can be utilized to understand human health
and well-being [59], this study will condense recent research efforts on the integration of geographic
data in environmental justice research, in particular how remote sensing can contribute to increasing
the level of spatial detail used in environmental justice research. Studies are selected to provide to
outline the breadth of possible applications of geographic and remote sensing data and methods
for this purpose. With the multitude of space-borne earth observation sensors we have entered
an era in which data archives are being filled with endless streams of georeferenced images about
the physical appearance of the Earth’s surface. Now, it is necessary to focus on remote sensing
imagery to support the retrieval of information for environmental justice and public health research.
With it, the possibilities to identify, quantify, describe, and monitor measures and proxies of social
or environmental injustice with an explicit spatial perspective can be systematized. In consequence,
the present review approaches the question of how earth observation data can be utilized for analyses of
health relevant environmental factors on a high level of detail with large area coverage. Therefore, it focuses on
highlighting the applicability of state-of-the-art earth observation data for investigating the (socio-)
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spatial distribution of health relevant environmental influences in the human habitat. In that context,
we focus on environmental justice and health from a geographical perspective.
The study first presents an overview of the most prominent health relevant environmental
influences in Section 2 identified from the literature. Additionally, in this section we systematize
state-of-the-art remote sensing approaches supporting the derivation of health relevant environmental
descriptors as key elements for spatial data analysis in the context of interdisciplinary analyses like
environmental justice. In Section 3, we gather fundamental concepts of environmental and spatial
studies as they are key to the validity of spatial environmental justice analyses. A special focus hereby
lies on the combination of different data sources and how differing spatial reference units influence
the outcome. In the context of combining different data, we compare selected interdisciplinary
studies which integrate the environment, socioeconomic status and health in space. In Section 4,
potentials as well as limitations of modern remote sensing data and techniques are identified from
the literature. They are discussed against the backdrop of their applicability in environmental justice
research. Based on the information gathered from the literature, recommendations are proposed how
future environmental justice research can benefit from recent advances in technology. In Section 5,
a conclusion of the findings completes the paper.
2. Remote Sensing of Environmental Health Burdens
Over the last decades, remote sensing has become a valuable data source for performing large-area
measurements of physical conditions of the Earth’s surface. Today, data from a variety of different
sensors is available for large areas and free of costs, hence allowing researchers and decision-makers
to gather information and answer questions about environmental conditions and to monitor global
change. Modern research on the influence of the living environment on health associates various
environmental conditions with different health outcomes. The following section summarizes the
environmental health influences most commonly covered by the literature—namely green space, air
pollutants, noise, and heat—and outlines how remote sensing techniques can be used for their derivation.
The cited articles were identified by searching for the respective keywords in the relevant remote
sensing journals.
2.1. Green Space
Relevance:
Green space is considered the most prominent variable in environmental research. The effects
of green space on individual health and well-being have been associated with a variety of mental
and physical health outcomes. Overall, positive relationships can be found between health and the
availability of nearby green spaces [60] as they can, for example, promote stress relief [15] and are
suggested to build a buffer against the negative health impact of stressful life events [61]. The mere
abundance of green space in the living environment has been shown to reduce stress and mortality
in socioeconomically deprived areas [62,63]. Green spaces are linked to the reduction of the risks of
cardiovascular and respiratory diseases as well as mortality [64,65]. The positive health effects of
green spaces originate from a variety of impacts. Green areas within cities, for instance, can decrease
surface temperatures and therefore lower heat stress in surrounding areas [66]. Moreover, peoples’
physical activity is increased given a higher abundance of green spaces in their surroundings [15,28].
However, it has already been shown that the health benefits of green spaces depend on the degree of
urbanization [67,68] making the health benefit of green space a function of urban density. Moreover,
low-income and minority communities experience disadvantages in the access to green spaces [62,69–71]
and some societal groups show underuse of urban green spaces [72]. Thus, positive effects of green
space are not equally accessible in the entire society.
Derivation:
The derivation of green areas from space-borne remote sensors follows a long line of
methodological development and application. In fact, chlorophyll and bioactive substances are
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easily detectable from multispectral data with the visible (∼0.4 µm–0.75 µm [73]) and near infrared
(NIR) part of the electromagnetic spectrum (∼0.7 µm–1.4 µm [73]). Data are used for the derivation of
the spatial extent of vegetated areas as well as their properties, like primary production, vitality, or
crop yields (e.g., [74,75]).
Within rural areas, coarse spatial resolutions (pixel size > 50 m) of the sensors might not reduce
important information and are therefore sufficient for mapping green spaces in the country side.
The extreme local heterogeneity of urban settings, however, requires a high spatial resolution (pixel
size < 10 m) to identify highly scattered green areas, also on top and in between the buildings. Advances
in sensor development, allowed for the detection of even small vegetation patches in urban areas
with a high degree of accuracy. Methods for mapping green space were also used in environmental
justice or urban ecosystem analyses. In this context, remote sensing has been used to derive the spatial
distribution, extent and quality of urban green spaces (e.g., [31,37,38,66,76–79]). Based on such data,
green space provision is often described as a function of euclidean distance to the closest patch of
green or share of green space in the neighborhood [80].
In addition to remote sensing other high resolution spatial data products are used in
environmental research, such as the European Urban Atlas (EUA) (e.g., [71,81]), CORINE Land
Cover (e.g., [28]), German ATKIS Basic-DLM (e.g., [82]), or Dutch LGN4 (e.g., [27,61]). National data,
however, are available only at high costs, on small spatial scales or are not updated frequently. This
limits their use in large scale studies or in areas where such data sets do not exist.
2.2. Air Pollution
Relevance:
Air pollution, originating from traffic, industrial facilities, or combustion processes in our daily
environment, is also known to influence human health significantly. It leads to millions of deaths
worldwide [83]. Although limit values are meant to protect citizens from the health impacts of
air pollutants, even concentrations of e.g., fine particulate matter below these limits might lead
to higher death rates [84]. After adjusting for individual behavior, air pollutants like ozone, fine
particulate matter, nitrogen oxide, blacksmoke, and sulfur have been shown to increase mortality rates
in cities [85,86]. These mortality rates vary with the degree of pollution across different cities [87].
In long-term experiments, Pope et al. [88,89] were able to confirm these trends and furthermore
quantify a linear increase of cardiopulmonary and lung cancer mortality with higher exposure to
combustion related air pollutants. By modeling vehicle traffic exhaust gasses, Zhang & Batterman [90]
suggest that traffic congestions increase the health burdens to commuters, pedestrians, and people
living next to major streets. Given the current strong trends of urbanization and increased motorization,
these effects can be expected to rise significantly.
Environmental justice research studies which focused on air pollutants identified stronger
exposures of low-income or racialized neighborhoods in Canada (e.g., [30]), Great Britain (e.g., [16]),
and Germany (e.g., [18]). In a most recent study Collins et al. [91] were able to find that the exposure
towards air pollution might also be dependent on the sexual orientation which might in turn be linked
to social discrimination.
Derivation:
Typically, air pollution, including particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10), sulfur, ozone, NOx, carbon
monoxide, ammonia etc., is measured by ground-based in situ sensors [92]. These data provide
information about the ambient air composition at ground, which is the air humans breathe in every day,
of one geographic location. However, there are some shortcomings of this technique. On the one hand,
air pollution is spatially highly dynamic, and therefore only vaguely measurable by scattered local
sensors. As a result, areal information about air toxins is difficult to derive from such measurements.
On the other hand, although being calibrated well in most cases, these ground-based sensors differ in
type or design over the world [92].
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As an alternative, remote sensing of atmospheric conditions can be applied, as it represents one
possible approach to overcome some of these restrictions. In fact, remote sensing has been suggested to
act as an important source of data to measure ground-level air pollutants on large scale [93,94].
Furthermore, remote sensing allows for a consistent retrieval of air pollution concentrations
independent of ground-based stations, especially in sparsely built or rural environments. However,
the spatial resolution of these remote sensing-based data products is still very low, ranging from a
few to tens of kilometers squared. Therefore, current air pollution data from remote sensing is only
able to provide information about the distribution of air pollutants on a regional, national or global
level [95,96]. Yet, upcoming and recently launched missions like e.g., Sentinel-5(P) providing higher
spatial resolution within the single-digit kilometers will allow for the assessment of air pollution from
space even on an intra-urban level.
Recent studies have used aerosol optical thickness or depth retrievals calculated from MODIS
measurements to derive global PM2.5 concentrations [97–99] alongside chemical transport models
to enable higher spatial heterogeneity [100,101]. Voigtländer et al. [102] used resampling methods to
increase the spatial resolution of PM10 exposure in Germany. In addition, modern machine learning
techniques applied for data fusion between stationary observations and satellite data showed increased
modeling accuracies [103].
Even though current remote sensing techniques can only provide rather coarse data on air
pollutants, they have already been successfully deployed to detect the spatial heterogeneity of
health burdens. By combining current methods for the assessment of air pollutants from satellite
imagery and ground-based measurements, land use regression models (LUR), originally introduced
by Brigs et al. [104] as “Regression Mapping”, can be built. LUR are able to approximate local
differences in environmental burdens in dependence of multiple physical variables in the local
surroundings spatially exhaustive and with high spatial resolution [105,106]. Thus, LUR approaches
were used in various studies to assess local concentrations of ambient air pollution (e.g., [107–110]),
where the independent variables are land use/land cover (LULC), population, and traffic density,
as well as built-up structure. As another method to provide a spatial representation of air pollutant
exposure, physical atmospheric dispersal models can be deployed on local or regional scales [111,112].
By including airflow characteristics, traffic, meteorological, and geographic data, they estimate small
scale variations in air pollution exposure. The predictive exposures achieved by LUR and dispersal
model shows similar results for most air pollutants [113].
In summary, while various methods have been developed to derive air pollution measures for
large areas in high spatial resolution, future sensors and techniques will further improve the level of
detail. As of now, modeling techniques like LUR are available to overcome resolution restrictions.
2.3. Noise
Relevance:
Noise originates from various sources like roads, rail and air traffic or industrial facilities.
Constantly, high noise levels increase peoples’ stress levels and thus affect their social, mental,
and physical well-being. Despite being known as a health threat for multiple decades, the noise
average exposure is still increasing, especially in times of strong urbanization [114]. In recent
studies, noise was linked to annoyance and sleeping problems [115], as well as long-term memory
impairment and psychosocial symptoms [116]. Furthermore, high noise levels have been shown to
cause hypertension [20] and other cardiovascular diseases. To counteract noise annoyance, access to
green spaces have been shown to have positive effects [21]. However, as with green spaces a social
gradient in noise disturbance disproportionally affects lower social groups in their living environment
(e.g., [117]).
Derivation:
Being an acoustic phenomenon, noise is not per se detectable from remote sensors. Hence,
similar to air pollutants, direct measurements are performed using ground-level stationary sensors.
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Accordingly, the same shortcomings of spatially discrete data points with no area-covering information
thus having local limitations occur [117].
To overcome this issue, noise models pose a widely used method for assessing noise pollution
in space (e.g., [117–119]). These usually include variables like traffic speed, vehicle counts, road
type, surrounding built-up structures, topography, and land cover, etc. to approximate the local
noise levels [25,120]. In this way, such models are able to map the noise spatially with high accuracy.
However, they require vast input data, expertise as well as computational cost [121], wherefore
they are not applicable on regional or national level. Existing data sets for the noise estimation in
urban areas, as for example used by [76,122], are usually only available in cities with more than
100,000 inhabitants, along main road and rail networks [123]. Hence, such data sets neither represent
an extensive nor complete nor consistent data source. Similar to air pollution modeling, land use
regression models were applied to assess urban noise levels using a combination of ground-based
noise sensors and environmental data to map noise on a high spatial granularity (e.g., [124–126]). Since
LUR techniques still depend on ground-based measurements, their application is spatially restricted
to areas that are covered by such sensors. As one alternative approach to model noise without in situ
measurements, Aguilera et al. [127] tested a “GIS-only” model against classical LUR models with
comparable performance.
To encounter limitations to noise modeling, recent studies investigated the usability of various
proxy information in order to assess noise pollution on larger spatial scales. In this context, landscape
metrics, including parameters like building type, orientation and height, green space distribution,
geometric features and densities are deployed to analyze the relation between urban structure and
noise. Thus, it is strongly suggested that urban properties are a proxy to noise burdens [128–134].
Even though these studies suggest a strong relationship between the urban inventory and noise levels,
a reverse extrapolation of noise exposure from easily accessible geographic data on large spatial scale
have yet to be developed. Thus, since measuring noise directly is not feasible for large spatial areas,
a combination of in situ sensors and proxy information is needed to assess noise exposure within cities.
2.4. Heat
Relevance:
As a direct consequence of climate change, extreme weather events are predicted to increase [135].
One implication of these effects is the occurrence of prolonged periods of abnormally high temperatures
(i.e., heat waves). In several instances heat waves have been proven to be the direct cause of
spatio-temporal clusters of increased mortality, like in the case of the heat wave recorded in Europe
in August 2003 (e.g., [26,50,136,137]). Detailed analyses of causes of deaths revealed that especially
the elderly, people confined to bed or those suffering from cardiovascular, neurological, or mental
disorders are most vulnerable to heat mortality [137]. In particular, Scherer et al. [138] showed that
about 5% of all deaths in Berlin can be related to heat.
The health burdens through heat, however, strongly depend on the spatial setting and vary at
different scales (regionally [139] and locally [140]). Local changes, especially in heavily urbanized
areas, originate from heterogeneous land use patterns, built-up densities and characteristics of the
urban setting [141], and are connected to vegetation deficiency [142]. Regarding the environmental
equality of heat related health risks, it has been shown that socioeconomic properties of the population
affect the risks of heat-related mortality within cities [143] as well as on the national scale [50].
Derivation:
The analysis of heat, i.e., measured or subjectively experienced air temperatures, in environmental
studies is broadly driven by the urban heat island effect (UHI). This effect of gradual temperature
increases over urbanized land is mostly driven by changes in abundance of vegetation and water
surfaces, building materials, surface roughness, wind speed, and the size of the urban area [144]. UHI
have been measured for decades by manual, ground-based measurements (see e.g., [145]). However,
since early on remote sensing data were identified as a valuable source measure UHI [146,147] because
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ground temperatures can be measured from space using thermal infrared sensors (4 to 20 µm [73]).
Lately, thermal infrared sensors from satellite imagery with high spatial resolution, such as Landsat
TM/ETM+ or Landsat-8/TIRS, were used to measure temperature in urban environments on large
scales and thus quantify the UHI effects (e.g., [41,148,149]). In addition to that, Meng et al. [39]
highlighted the existence of intra-day temperature variations by examining both daytime and nocturnal
MODIS imagery. However, satellite sensors are only able to measure the temperature of surfaces.
Therefore, these quantifications refer to increases in land surface temperature (LST) and accordingly
are also called surface urban heat islands (SUHI). The combination of LST and LULC information
describes the urban environment even better in terms of microclimatic conditions [150], which has
already been shown by e.g., Heldens et al. [151].
Building upon these assumptions Stewart & Oke [152] developed the concept of the Local Climate
Zones (LCZ). They describe the structural and land cover differences between rural and urban land use
with respect to temperature affecting properties of the landscape. Thus, zones of homogeneous LULC
are differentiated by parameters like imperiousness, building density and height, surface roughness,
or spectral absorption of materials.
The impact of the structures in these zones on both the ambient as well as the surface temperature
has been demonstrated in various studies, e.g., using in situ weather stations for temperature
measurements (e.g., [152–156]) or LST as derived from remote sensing (e.g., [157–160]). Overall,
findings are consistent indicating an increase of temperatures inside urban areas. Successful attempts
to delineate LCZ from satellite imagery have been made recently (e.g., [161–164]).
In conclusion, LST distributions can be derived from remote sensing imagery in high spatial
resolution with modern satellite sensors. However, proxy information such as urbanity or concepts
like the LCZ scheme have been shown to provide useful information about the vulnerability of the
people to strong heat events.
2.5. (Intra-) Urban Structure
Relevance:
Many health relevant environmental influences that are not directly measurable can only be
described by a proxy of urban structure [60,67,139,165]. As these proxies can be assessed at different
spatial scales from the level of an entire city to the level of single streets, they must be captured at
various levels.
Derivation:
Recent developments of high and very high resolution satellite missions and the methodological
advantages in image processing enable detailed mappings of the environment. In fact, the use of remote
sensing has long been regarded as a promising tool for urban studies and urban development [166,167].
For instance, attempts of mapping the settlement patterns on a global scale have been realized recently.
With 12 meters ground resolution the global urban footprint (GUF) derived from TerraSAR-X and
TanDEM-X data contains all built-up areas [168]. A similar mapping product, the global human
settlement layer (GHSL), is derived from high resolution optical imagery, although it provides built up
structures at around 38 meters resolution [169]. Besides static products of urban extent, remote sensing
is also capable of analyzing the dynamics of urban growth over the last decades [170]. Functional
information of urban areas was derived from high resolution SPOT (20 meters ground resolution) [171].
In even higher detail, temporal changes to the urban inventory can be obtained at a high level of
spatial detail from high resolution satellite imagery [172]. By using such data sets it is possible to
locate the human habitat on very large or even global dimensions, leading to new possibilities for
analysis in the context of environmental justice research. In other studies, remote sensing data was
used for the delineation of urban structures in high resolution [173–176]. It has been shown that
intra-urban differences in built-up structures can also be obtained on large scales. These differences in
urban structure inevitably result in differing exposures to health relevant environmental factors within
the city.
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In addition to the two-dimensional extent of urban structures, three-dimensional building
extraction has been applied in several studies based on different data sources. Gamba et al. [177],
for example, extracted three-dimensional building models from interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR) imagery. Wurm et al. [178] applied stereographic optical imagery to derive building
densities to estimate urban structure and building volume estimation. Using three-dimensional urban
models, it is also possible to assess the urban density [179]. These approaches demonstrate that
remote sensing is capable of describing the urban landscape detached from existing spatial entities like
administrative boundaries.
Building upon the highly detailed description of the physical landscape, conceptual approaches
of aggregating physically homogeneous urban patches can be performed. Spatial concepts, such as the
LCZ, provide an environment-driven way to investigate environmental justice independent of existing
spatial entities like census tracts or administrative areas, which were mainly developed for political or
governmental purposes. These concepts also include physical parameters of various health relevant
features, such as the vegetation abundance or aeration.
2.6. Summary
Modern earth observation (EO) and geographic information science (GISc) provide useful data
and tools for a comprehensive description of the physical environment. In combination with large
socioeconomic studies they allow for highly detailed analyses of environmental justice. Even though
some of these tools have already been used in environmental justice and environmental health
research, recent methodological developments in remote sensing enable the derivation of additional
environmental parameters, thus enriching the description of the urban environment for a multitude of
health burdens.
For instance, information on environmental influences like green spaces, air pollutants and UHI
can be directly derived from remote sensing imagery. However, the exposure towards noise cannot
be measured directly on large scales, which is why either complex models have to be applied or
proxy-information on noise exposure is needed. In accordance with recent research more empirical
and theoretical research, it is necessary to ensure an adequate analysis of the potential of ‘big earth
data’ in filling these gaps of exhaustive spatial data.
3. The Importance of Space for Modeling Environmental Justice
In the existing literature on environmental justice or different models attempt to depict the causal
connections between environmental exposures, SES and health. While some of these models approach
the topic from an environmental, epidemiologic or public health perspective (e.g., [10,180]) others
describe it from a sociological point of view (e.g., [181,182]). These disciplines capture environmental
justice with different emphases and theoretical foundations. However, all the resulting models consider
spatial properties of the environment as a driver for health threatening exposures as well as salutogenic
benefits. All models refer to multiple levels of the environment, i.e., micro, meso, and macro scales.
Thus, the individual as well as contextual exposures and influences are represented and quantified.
To avoid false conclusions and bias, the use of spatial data for analyzing these influences is subject to
important considerations.
As pointed out by Soobader et al. [183], various levels of spatial aggregation are needed for the
analysis of environmental justice in geographic space. These levels represent different scales of spatial
variables which every data model needs to be able to represent. In order to avoid false conclusions,
the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) [34], as well as ecological fallacy [184], are to be considered
by the data models.
3.1. Scales
When applying spatial data, the consideration of spatial scale is of crucial importance. In the
context of environmental justice, for instance, different health relevant environmental influences show
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varying effect ranges at different scales. In fact, while the propagation of noise is spatially confined
due to the shielding and absorbing effect of barriers like walls, air pollution can spread out over long
distances. Thus, a data model that includes different environmental factors must be able to depict
these varying effect ranges and scales [185]. As Soobader et al. [183] pointed out, this is also true for
socioeconomic multilevel data analyses. Although it has been stressed that quantitative environmental
justice analyses must include socioeconomic data on the individual scale, as well as the contextual
information about the individual living environment [186], in practice socioeconomic data is oftentimes
available at an aggregated level and individual level data are rare, especially regional or national data.
Typically, socioeconomic and health data are collected either on a level of individuals
or households (micro-scale), or on a contextual level via census data covering areas such as
counties, municipalities or census tracts (macro-scale). The distinction between individual-level
and contextual measures is important when (a) the variables reflect similar properties, such as
individual unemployment status versus the unemployment rate in a district, or (b) the variables
can only be measured at a specific level, e.g., population density [187]. Accordingly, while census
data might provide a valuable source of information due to their systematic collection for entire
populations [186], conclusions about the specific individual health risks are not necessarily imperative.
However, macro-level variables represent an important source for indicators affecting individual
behavior [187], such as regional deprivation, which also have been shown to impact individual health
(e.g., [51,52]). For the application of multilevel analyses on socioeconomic variables, it is therefore
necessary to include both individual and aggregated socioeconomic information.
Scale in environmental analyses is not only a matter of space but also a matter of time (for
discussion see [188]) making it indispensable to include spatial as well as temporal scales of exposure
into the analyses. For instance, while some environmental stressors pose a risk only during short
periods of time, others influence human health over extended periods of time. The mobility of the
individuals should therefore be represented within a data model [183]. The accumulating effects
of different neighborhood influences can only be investigated when using longitudinal data and
time series of environmental characteristics [186]. Therefore, in order to paint a holistic picture
about the environmental influences on health, it is relevant to also integrate human mobility into the
analyses [188].
3.2. Ecological Fallacy and the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem
For modeling environmental health or environmental justice data from heterogeneous sources
are utilized to support the analyses. Therefore, it is necessary to question the correct application of
geographic data as they might lead to false conclusions owing to potentially inadequate choice of
spatial entities. Especially when using different levels of aggregation, i.e., individual-level data in
combination with aggregated data, fallacies of inference may occur when necessary variables are
missing for the analysis. That is, ecological fallacy can occur when the aggregated units of analysis
are used to extrapolate to individual level inferences [184,187,189,190]. As a consequence, it is indeed
necessary to include individual-level as well as group-level information when investigating public
health and environmental justice. Only thus, it is possible to account for both individual behavior and
socially contextual inferences on health [187].
Furthermore, another problem concerning the study design is given by the modifiable areal unit
problem (MAUP) [34]. It describes the bias of the chosen spatial entity on the statistical outcomes and it
highlights the importance of spatial entities in environmental studies. In fact, in multivariate analyses
the influence of MAUP on the changes on variable impact is unpredictable [191]. Any geographical
analysis might thereby be influenced in terms of scale, i.e., the chosen size of the spatial entities, and/or
zoning, i.e., the actual spatial arrangement of the respective entities [192]. In the case of environmental
studies, the effects of MAUP can change the magnitude and distribution of environmental inequality
in urban areas drastically [193,194]. To avoid the problem of aggregation bias, Fotheringham &
Wong ([191], p. 1042) suggest “to avoid the use of aggregated data where possible”. In reality, however,
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data on societal properties are mostly available in aggregated form like in census tracts, which restricts
most analyses to such aggregated forms. In consequence, analyses in which aggregated data are
applied may be subject to a bias induced by MAUP. However, analyses on the scale of image pixels
have shown that scaling effects also occur on such fine levels [195] and therefore have to be considered
throughout the analysis of any spatial remote sensing data.
Boundary effects are an additional spatial phenomenon that occurs when high level spatial
entities (e.g., spatially discrete emission sources) are aggregated within lower-level spatial units
(e.g., census tracts). These might lead to incorrect attribution of environmental exposures to the local
population and hence to variation in evidence of environmental health effects [35]. This phenomenon
is depicted in Figure 1. Figure 1a) shows administrative areas with three emission sources. Figure 1b)
depicts the simple aggregation of burdens as “unit-hazard coincidence”, implicitly affecting only the
population within the corresponding administrative area. This approach suggests no exposure to
populations close to the emitters which do not live in the host unit. Hence, the exposure might be
under-represented by this approach. A review by Brender et al. [196] showed that in environmental
studies, such assignments to lower-level spatial entities are used fairly often. The authors also point
out that larger spatial entities tend to show a higher environmental bias resulting in ecological fallacy.
On the contrary, distance-based methods like the one depicted in Figure 1c) decrease these effects by
using spatial weighting of individual emission sources. However, while this only depicts a theoretical
case, additional information about topographic or climatic characteristics of the area are required in
order to describe the exposure risk in high spatial accuracy.

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the problem of boundary effects with three emission sources (x) and
administrative areal units. (a) presents the distribution of the point locations within the areal units.
(b) depicts the environmental exposure by occurrence within each administrative unit (hazard-unit
coincidence). (c) visualizes a simple spatially continuous distance based method of the impact of the
hazardous sites on the surrounding independent of spatial units.

In conclusion, since the abundance of inconsistent spatial data sources used in the different
environmental studies, spatial, ecological, and areal biases lead to varying results with regard to the
existence and/or magnitude of environmental health impacts and environmental justice [11]. Since
environmental justice analyses underlie the principles of the MAUP and a general solution is not to
be found, the analyst must necessarily be aware of possible the implications of the chosen spatial
framework on the results [192]. Hence, a spatially accurate description of health relevant influences on
individual-level, both salutogenic and noxious, is essential to reduce the spatial bias in environmental
justice and health studies. Moreover, when the transition from spatially continuous towards discrete
spatial entities is inevitable, it must be taken into account that a certain degree of bias is introduced as
a result of the spatial aggregation.
3.3. Combining Remote Sensing and Socioeconomic Data
In recent years, spatial methods have increasingly been used in public health, epidemiological
and environmental justice studies [32]. In Section 2, we highlighted how modern methods of remote
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sensing and geography can be used to derive environmental characteristics of the human habitat as an
input variable for interdisciplinary analyses. In this section we describe how interdisciplinary studies
combine heterogeneous data from remote sensing and socioeconomic or health surveys. A special
focus is placed on the methodological approaches successfully used for combining spatial depictions
of physical-environmental conditions and the varying representation of socioeconomic and health
(individual-level vs. aggregate).
The combination of socioeconomic and environmental data in areal entities is very common
in environmental justice research due to the wide availability of national census surveys. Hence,
in various studies such aggregated data were used to analyze the exposure to environmental burdens
of differently constituted population (e.g., [18,79,149]). In recent research, various techniques were
applied to integrate environmental data into the predefined spatial units. Thereby, applied methods
range from distance based methods and kernel density estimations (e.g., [30]), statistical aggregation
(e.g., [50,143]) to point data extrapolation (e.g., [17]). Pham et al. [70] and Apparicio et al. [31]
applied spatial population-based rescaling to increase the spatial resolution of census data to city
block levels. These city blocks were then analyzed with relational land cover metrics. The use of
gridded population information in combination with a distance-based aggregation of industrial air
pollution [29] increased the spatial information content of coarse census survey data. To achieve even
higher spatial detail on sub-block level, land cover and socioeconomic data can be combined using
dasymetric metrics [197]. Especially in highly heterogeneous urban landscapes, such methods enable
the analysis of environmental burdens on fine granular scales.
Several studies used individual-level socioeconomic and health data in combination with
geographically referenced information about the environment. Since these data are either very
restricted in terms of access or only very sparsely available, researchers often rely on self-conducted
questionnaires and surveys (e.g., [61,198,199]). However, in a practical context it is very cost- and
time-intensive to conduct such surveys, which generally limits their application in many applications.
To work around this restriction, Taubenböck et al. [200] used very high resolution IKONOS imagery
and geo-located questionnaire to investigate relationship between SES and urban structure on
building level.
As an alternative, nation-wide individual-level or household surveys like the German
Socioeconomic Panel (SOEP) [201], the UK Household Longitudinal Survey (UKHLS) (https://www.
understandingsociety.ac.uk/) or the study “Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia”
(HILDA) [202] provide large longitudinal data bases of socioeconomic variables on individuals and
households . On the basis of household addresses the integration of spatial and socioeconomic data
represent a powerful tool for understanding the interaction and behavior of humans within their living
environment [203]. While, e.g., Kohlhuber et al. [204] used the vast pool of variables also determining
the living conditions of the people to analyze perceived environmental exposure, others enriched the
questionnaire with environmental mappings on a spatial base to individual environmental exposure
(e.g., [71,102,205]). These and further studies show that there is a significant interest in environmental
research to develop, apply and test methods on individual-level surveys. However, many studies are
still utilized rather large general purpose spatial units (e.g., [206]).
Even though information is available on both individual and aggregated level, finding the right
interpolation method might not be a trivial task. Depending on the used data and research question
multiple methods might be required [207]. Furthermore, it is argued that complex geostatistical models
require large computer resources, yet, recent advances in computational capacities (e.g., via the Google
Earth Engine, see [57]) provide a way to apply vast geospatial methods on large scales. In addition to
immense archives of historical and recent satellite imagery, such tools allow for a new way of thinking
spatially in environmental health studies and of analyzing exposure on the level of individuals.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Establishing Remote Sensing as a Valuable Source of Spatial Data
For this review, literature from a broad range of scientific fields including environmental justice,
epidemiology, and remote sensing has been gathered. Overall, the findings show that modern
techniques and methods of ’big earth data’ analysis are able to provide relevant spatial information
about our environment. In fact, high resolution earth observation imagery can be used to incorporate
highly detailed spatial representations of health relevant environmental properties for environmental
justice research. Especially in the most prominent case of the localization of green spaces in very
heterogeneous urban environments, high resolution earth observation imagery can be considered as
an already well-established data source for environmental studies.
To add to further research, this study highlights additional potential benefits of remote sensing
data to environmental justice research. Among them are the derivation of micro-climatic properties
and land surface temperature estimates, the characterization of the urban structure and density as
well as the distribution of air pollutants. Furthermore, the assessment of certain health impacts which
cannot be directly derived from physical measurements can greatly benefit from highly accurate
proxy information on e.g., the degree of urbanity, urban structure or urban heat islands. Overall,
remote sensing imagery provides valuable data to overcome former limitations in terms of detailed
quantification of health relevant influences in the urban environment.
In an era in which large archives of historic and recent satellite imagery are freely and easily
accessible and unprecedented processing architectures are at hand to derive the physical properties of
very large areas, these enormous advantages can be considered a unique opportunity in environmental
research. Especially the large-area coverage of satellite imagery and the possibility of large scale
data processing create best conditions towards a lasting change in the scope of environmental justice
studies. Furthermore, as these developments allow for attainability of as unprecedented spatial
resolutions, the choice or the development of socioeconomic or health survey designs to be included
in public health and environmental justice studies is altered lastingly. Since it is now possible to
acquire highly detailed data of environmental properties in our surroundings on very fine spatial scale,
nation-wide individual-level cohort or cross-sectional studies can be merged with multidimensional
environmental data.
Building upon the theoretical approach by Bolte et al. [10], environmental justice is defined as
the interplay between individual and social influences as well as environmental exposures. Remote
sensing technologies and modern ‘big earth data’ are able to provide highly detailed data for the
spatial neighborhood of the urban living environment and which can greatly support advances in
environmental justice research. Especially since remote sensing images cover large areas on nationwide
or even global scales, data models of environmental justice are no longer limited by geographic extent.
Multi-level analyses further incorporate highly detailed socioeconomic surveys which provide in-depth
descriptions of the population’s SES and vulnerability. In particular, when large-scale comparative
studies are performed on national or even international level, remote sensing imagery is a valuable data
source without restrictions concerning the quantity and quality of in situ measurements or national
bias. Overall, modern big earth geo data provided by satellite imagery has great potential of providing
many health relevant features on international level. It should hence be considered for environmental
justice research to close the gap of such data as highlighted by the WHO [36].
4.2. Levels of Analysis
Generally, two levels of detail can be distinguished when regarding socioeconomic surveys that
are used to describe the SES of the people: individual-level and aggregate data. While individual-level
surveys describe the SES of households or individual people, the latter describe aggregate properties of
the population grouped within a certain (spatial) entity. However, while both types of socioeconomic
surveys are frequently used in environmental justice research, the findings might be related to the
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level of analysis, i.e., phenomena observed at aggregate-level cannot be identified at individual-level
and vice versa. That is, conclusions between those levels of detail might lead to ecological fallacy.
Furthermore, when using aggregated survey data, the modifiable areal unit problem has to be
considered. While spatial units like census tracts might be adequate for administrative purposes,
they might represent some arbitrary spatial entity in terms of environmental conditions and urban
neighborhoods. Conversely, in studies in which individual-level data are used, the MAUP has to be
considered when integrating contextual metrics and neighborhoods of environmental conditions at
e.g., household locations.
Both individual-level and aggregated socioeconomic surveys allow for a detailed description of
populations’ characteristics. The SES determines the possibilities of social participation, serves as an
effect modifier of individual and external health influences, and impinges upon residential location.
That is, environmental justice analyses carry out whether any societal group faces disproportionate
environmental burdens. Therefore, detailed descriptions of the social status of the regarded population
are mandatory. However, the level of detail of existing socioeconomic data sets varies both in semantic,
as well as spatial, detail. While the majority of studies uses survey data which are aggregated on a
higher-level unit such as census data, others use existing or self-conducted questionnaires. The latter,
however, requires high temporal and personal resources which might not be practicable for certain
research questions.
4.3. Limitations
Although remote sensing is able to contribute data to understand and quantify health risks which
are induced by various environmental influences, some limitations remain. By nature, satellite sensors
are limited to detect phenomena which are detectable by the electromagnetic radiation reflected
from the Earth’s surface. Hence, environmental toxins practically invisible to the sensors are not
detectable. This issue is exemplified by water and ground pollution or radioactive radiation being
undetectable, if the pollutant does not affect the appearance of the surface or vegetation. On another
note, all exposures in indoor environments are hidden from the sensors. Hence, information about the
indoor housing and living conditions cannot be acquired.
Since some environmental health burdens like noise or air pollution are subject to high
spatio-temporal variability, granular resolution assessment of ground-level toxins from remote sensing
measurements might not suit the needs of epidemiological studies. However, promising approaches
of providing proxy information have been taken to overcome such shortcomings. Yet, further research
is needed on how exposure can be modeled by spectral and contextual information such as street
network density, built-up structure, or abundance of green spaces.
Further limitations come with the mobility of people. In current studies, exposure towards
environmental threats and benefits is assessed at the location of residence. However, people tend to
show a highly mobile behavior in the course of the day [208]. In addition, the detectable mobility
patterns of every individual are also changing over a life-time [209]. Hence, in order to assess the actual
exposure, it is necessary to include individual mobility patterns into the analysis of environmental
toxins. Since it remains difficult to model the exact ways of human mobility [210], location-based
data from mobile phones and other electronic devices have already been used in urban studies
(e.g., [208,211]). They have the potential to support analyses of individuals’ exposure levels in high
spatio-temporal resolution.
4.4. Future Pathways
Facing the current developments in the field of earth observation, environmental justice will
strongly benefit from ongoing and planned missions as they provide high resolution data. For example,
with the recent start of Sentinel-5P and the follow-up mission Sentinel-5 (planned to launch in 2021)
atmospheric pollutants can be traced with increased spatial resolution on a global scale. Furthermore,
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ongoing missions like the Sentinel-2C/D or Landsat programs will provide data continuity on high
resolution environmental data for the next decades.
These vast data sources in combination with historic data are already being used to provide
user-ready map products like CORINE Land Cover, GUF, GHSL, or EUA. Such products demonstrate
the possibilities of deriving semantic information from satellite imagery. Comparatively, domain
specific environmental justice data sets could be derived on global scales as products from other
disciplines have shown (e.g., [212,213]). Furthermore, temporal monitoring of changing environmental
conditions can be achieved by accessing historical and recent images. Especially in combination
with modern achievements in machine learning [214], the highly complex relationships between the
environment, peoples’ social status, and their health are about to be modeled on a new level of detail.
To summarize this narrative review, all referenced studies which applied spatial analyses of health
relevant environmental influences or environmental justice are listed in Table 1. To provide a more
detailed overview, the table also presents the most commonly investigated health impacts, the level
of detail (LoD) of both socioeconomic status and spatial data, the spatial extent of each study, and if
remote sensing techniques were used. As can be deduced from the table, in most studies only one
environmental health impact was included in the analyses. Yet, as shown in this review, various
environmental factors have a notable impact on human health. This fact stresses the urgent need for
environmental studies to include multiple exposures in order to look at our environment in its entirety.
Furthermore, both SES and environmental properties were most commonly represented as aggregated
variables. Although in some of these cases the environmental variables were acquired continuously
(e.g., from satellite imagery), joint analyses were conducted on an aggregated level. We assume that
this is due to data availability, since many studies rely on aggregated census data for the description of
the socioeconomic conditions. Concerning the size of the area under investigation, the spatial extent
covered in the majority of the referenced studies was limited to only one city. While no explanations for
this occurrence could be found in the studies, this decision might also be driven by the data availability.
However, as we discussed in this review, spatial limitations due to the availability of environmental
data might be significantly reduced by modern ‘big earth data’.
The overall use of remote sensing data is more frequent in studies which assess distribution
of green space and heat islands and less common in studies analyzing air pollution or noise
exposure. While the direct use of remote sensing data by the researchers is mostly limited to citywide
analyses, derived data sets like LULC products, such as EUA or CORINE, are used more often in
nationwide analyses.
In light of the current state and foreseeable developments of remote sensing-based environmental
justice research, we can make the following recommendations for the use of remote sensing in
environmental justice studies:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Remote sensing should be considered a valuable data source for the description, derivation,
and quantification of environmental characteristics and their spatial disparities, especially in the
heterogeneous urban landscape.
Either by physical measurements (e.g., for green spaces, heat islands, or air pollution) or through
the provision of spatial proxy information (e.g., noise or urban structure), environmental studies
can benefit by means of descriptions of environmental characteristics.
In addition to that, remote sensing can extend existing techniques of describing the physical
environment, such as modeling or in-situ measurements, when direct derivation are not possible.
Remote sensing data can be used to derive information about multiple environmental burdens at
various spatial scales.
Large area coverage and powerful processing infrastructures will bring sustainable changes to
the usage of geographic data in environmental justice research by facilitating analyses on regional
and national scale.
Historic and future data in combination with longitudinal survey data can be utilized to study
the long-term effects of (changing) urban environments on human health in broad study designs
(see also [188]).
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In order to increase public health, remote sensing methods can be applied to build monitoring
services of health relevant environmental conditions on national or even international level.
Table 1. Selected studies which deploy spatial analysis of environmental burdens or benefits. The most
commonly studied health impacts include green space (GS), air pollution (AP), noise (N), and heat (H).
The levels of detail (LoD) are summarized on household (hh), individual (in), or aggregated (agg) level
for socioeconomic status (SES), and for spatial data as point (poi), aggregated (agg), or continuous (con)
information, respectively. Where applicable, it is indicated whether remote sensing techniques (RS)
were used to derive environmental parameters directly (++) or indirectly (+).
Study

Health Impacts
GS

[28]
[18]
[76]
[72]
[69]
[70]
[149]
[141]
[31]
[79]
[38]
[81]
[30]
[91]
[115]
[20]
[215]
[117]
[119]
[25]
[122]
[143]
[138]
[137]
[87]
[64]
[71]
[89]
[205]
[67]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[27]
[204]
[86]
[16]
[102]
[50]
[26]

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Summary

21

AP

N

x

x
x

SES LoD
H

hh

in

agg

poi

agg

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

10

x

x
x

10

7

4

16

x

19

3

22

Spatial Extent

RS

local
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
city
4 cities
6 cities
10 cities
77 cities
metrop. areas
major cities
country
country
country
country
country
country
country
country
country
country
country

+
++
++
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
+

con

x

x
x

x
x

Spatial LoD

++
++
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

++

13

5. Conclusions
Interdisciplinary environmental justice research analyzes the disproportionate environmental
health burdens posed to certain social groups. In this context, quantitative spatial analyses have a
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need for accurate descriptions of environmental characteristics. However, many studies in this field of
research employ data at very coarse detail, thus limiting their explanatory power for any small scale
phenomena. Furthermore, this review shows that a large share of environmental justice studies are
limited to small investigation areas or cover only few environmental burdens. As one possible solution,
modern earth observation data can be employed as they aid in increasing the data availability for
environmental studies. Moreover, they pose a major improvement by increasing the spatial detail of
environmental features in comparison to existing coarse data sets based on strongly aggregated spatial
entities. Furthermore, they can be deployed to derive various health relevant environmental features.
As shown in this review, remote sensing data are already used frequently in environmental studies
to derive the location and quality of urban green spaces in high spatial detail. Further, the analysis of
surface temperatures to assess heat-related burdens are quite common in practice. However, recent
developments in remote sensing techniques show further possibilities to aid environmental justice
research. In particular, the derivation of large scale high resolution imagery allow for the description
various proxy information in urban areas. These, in turn, aid the mapping and understanding of more
complex health burdens like noise or air pollution. These unprecedented possibilities of large area
data analyses are able to trigger a shift of the research focus of future studies from local to national or
international scales. By using historic and recent imagery, temporal changes and developments can be
integrated into long-term studies.
Environmental justice research can profit from future remote sensing research. Thus, it is possible
to include large scale geographic knowledge in broad interdisciplinary studies to understand the
influence of the daily environment on our health in more detail. Further research is needed on how
large area spatial data can be brought together with existing surveys on health and socioeconomic
characteristics of the population. This will, in consequence, evoke a lasting transformative effect on
future research on environmental justice as it enables the expansion of analyses on national or even
international levels, while maintaining the high spatial resolution necessary for individual level studies.
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